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This work focuses on Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for multidisciplinary product modeling. Requirement Functional Logical Physical (RFLP) structure has emerged as one of the prominent approaches
for modeling the multidisciplinary products. To simplify the HCI of an RFLP structured product model,
Information Content (IC) provides effective communication and interaction. It controls the RFLP level by
the Multilevel Abstraction based Self-Adaptive Definition (MAAD) structure. However, it needs an application to represent the modeled behavior data and zone information of a multidisciplinary product model.
Further, the IC application requires an interface to interact with the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) based
multidisciplinary product model application and exchange the information between the database of the
servers. As per the knowledge of authors, no work has been done yet on the HCI of the IC. Therefore,
this paper proposes a Content Web server, which is used to store the modeled behavior data and zone information of the multidisciplinary product model and represented by the IC web application. Then, the
Content database is created to store the Layer Info-Chunk (LiC) entities’ information of the multidisciplinary product model. Finally, communication between the Content Server and the CAD server is done
to represent the IC application interface in the multidisciplinary product application. The Apache Tomcat
server, PostgreSQL database, and RESTful web service are used to explain the operations.
Povzetek: Pristop HCI temelji na izkoriščanju prednosti človeških možganov in računalniške umetne inteligence. Na ta način so avtorji prispevka izboljšali multidisciplinarno modeliranje oblektov.

1

Introduction

A good Human Computer Interaction (HCI) interface in
the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems deals smartly
with the relationship between industrial designers and computer software and hardware, studies the design of manmachine interface model efficiently, the smart design of
the virtual interface, multi-user, and multi-sensory interface, and provide a good technical foundation for industrial
design [1]. CAD systems simplify the engineering tasks
in collecting, using, creating and sharing information, but
interface designed without consideration of usability often
results in unsatisfied experiences and limited outcomes [2].
Classical Product Models (CPM) in the CAD systems [3]
allow product development firms to meet their goals more
efficiently. It improves product development time, product quality, productivity and reduces manufacturing as well
as product costs. Also, the Requirement Functional Logi-

cal Physical (RFLP) structure [4] is applied from the system engineering and offers to handle the multidisciplinary
product model as a system. Product assembly is done in the
specification tree (white square) of the RFLP structure as
shown in Fig. 1. Here, Dassault Systém’s CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE [5] is using the RFLP structure for multidisciplinary product modeling. The authors have considered
this CAD software for explaining the proposed concepts.
There is plenty of research done for improving the HCI of
the CAD systems. Some of the appreciated work are as
follow:
– A webized interactive CAD review system [12] that
uses Super Multi-View (SMV) autostereoscopic displays renders the content through a web browser and
handles user interactions via JavaScript. But it is an
expensive technology and limited to the CPM.
– A VR (Virtual Reality)-CAD server [13] that embeds
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a commercial CAD engine for loading and modifying
native CAD data in a CVE (Collaborative Virtual Environments). It is a distributed architecture that allows
collaborative modifications on native CAD data from
heterogeneous VR platforms. It is based on the management the CAD product data and need improvement
in terms of visualizing and representation of 3D product data.
The complexity increases in the case of a multidisciplinary
product model as it requires the coordination of huge
amounts of model information of the multiple disciplines.
Indeed, Information Content (IC) [9] handles the multidisciplinary product model indirectly to record and apply
the content of modeled information efficiently [10], which
further drives the RFLP level by the Multilevel Abstraction based self Adaptive Definition (MAAD) structure [4].
However, there is a need for Information Content based
Web application to represent and store the behavior modeled data [11] from the Process plane [14] and Community Zone information [15] of a multidisciplinary product
model.
As a solution, this research work proposes a Content Web
Server that consists:
– IC based web application to represent the modeled
behavior data and Community zone information of a
multidisciplinary product model.
– Content database to store the entities of the modeled
behavior data of a multidisciplinary product model.

Figure 1: Multidisciplinary Product Model using the RFLP
Structure
For the smart interaction of a multidisciplinary product
model through the Information Content (IC), an interface
is introduced in the multidisciplinary product application
through the IC web application. The Apache HTTP Server
[16] hosts the IC based web application with the PostgreSQL database [17] to store the multidisciplinary product model data and RESTful web service [18] to exchange
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the information between the Content and CAD system web
server. For the IC web application, the objects collect the
Functional and Logical layer information from the InfoChunk [28] entities of the RFLP structure. These objects
communicate with the objects of the MAAD structure and
collect the modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary
product model. The retrieval of data is according to the
process plane of the IC. The objects are based on ObjectOriented Programming (OOP) [8] concepts. The concepts
are used frequently in software engineering [29]. The zone
and extracted modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary
product are displayed by the IC web application.
This paper starts with the preliminary research where RFLP
structured product model, IC, MAAD Structure and InfoChunk entities are discussed. Then human interaction with
the IC application and Multidisciplinary application are
outlined with the introduction of the Content server. Then,
the Content server is explained where the operations and
Content database are emphasized. Here, the PostgreSQL
database is used for the explanation. Then, Operations of
the Content Web server are emphasized. Finally, communication between the Content and CAD system web server
is elaborated. Here, the RESTful API web service is used
for the explanation.

2

Background

The product modeling is the prominent field. There are
plenty of companies like Dassault Systémes [19], Autodesk
[20], Robert McNeel [21], Pixologic [22] investing a lot of
money in this market. The feature driven CPM (Classical
Product Model) [7] is most commonly used for discipline
specific product modeling. CPM is limited to the physical
level. Handling a complex product model is a challenging task due to the involvement of a large number of engineering objects and their relationship. But, product modeling is not limited to the physical layer. The separated
or only slightly integrated mechanical engineering modeling increasingly demanded multidisciplinary integration
[30]. Modeling of a multidisciplinary product must have
a means for the integration of discipline specific models
into a model with a unified structure. Higher abstraction is
realized by using of RFLP structure based product model
[4]. It is commonly used for multidisciplinary modeling
as it models the product as a system. It is compliant with
the IEEE 1220 standard. This structure has four layers i.e.
Requirement layer for the requirements against the product, Function layer for the functions to fulfill requirements,
Logical layer for the product wide logical connections, and
Physical layer for the representations of physically existing
objects. It accommodates product behavior definitions on
its Functional and Logical levels. In the RFLP structure of
the Dassault Systém’s CATIA 3DEXPERIENCE software,
Dymola [6] is used to analyze the dynamic logical behavior of a product and Modelica [7] is used for logical and
physical modeling of the technical system. Modelica is a
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multi-domain modeling language for component-oriented
modeling of complex systems and based on the OOP concepts. [30].
Information Content (IC) [9] assists effective communication in the multidisciplinary product modeling. It drives the
RFLP level by the MAAD structure. The MAAD modeling
[31] methods and model structures are introduced as generalized means for the support of higher level abstraction
based generation of RFLP elements. The MAAD modeling was based on the knowledge representation, contextual
change propagation, and extended feature definition capabilities for advanced modeling systems. In the IC, the intent
is defined by the human to control the definition of engineering objects of a product model[32]. In the Engineering
objectives layer, the Process plane [14] is used to store the
processes performed on a multidisciplinary product model.
Also, Community zones [15] are used by the IC to organize
the complex product model entities and their relationship as
shown in Fig. 2. Here, product model space is divided into
community zones based on the discipline, specification or
configuration. In this figure, the multidisciplinary product
model is divided into community Internal or External based
on configuration. The information of the process plane and
community zones are shown on the representation plane of
the IC.
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disciplinary product modeling by using the IC application.

3

User interaction and
multidisciplinary product
application

In this research work, the Multidisciplinary product model
is handled and controlled through the IC application. IC application is a web based application in the JSP (JavaServer
Pages) format [23]. It resides on a web server called Content Server. It is explained in the next section. A multidisciplinary product model application using the RFLP
structure is an application in the 3DXML format [24]. The
3DEXPERIENCE [25] CAD software requires ENOVIA
[26] Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system in the
backend that allows the data to be stored in one central
location, therefore, access from anywhere. ENOVIA V6
uses Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise platform
for database management [39]. Therefore, in this research
work, CAD Product server refers to the Microsoft SQL
Server [27]. The IC, MAAD Structure and LiC entities in
the RFLP structure communicate through the Info-Chunk
objects, which is based on the Object-Oriented Programming Principles (OOP) [8]. The advantage of the IC application is a simpler user interface and efficient organization
of objects retrieved from the product model. There are two
scenarios to be considered:

Figure 2: Community Zones in the RFLP Structure
Layer Info-Chunk (LiC) [28][38] entities were introduced
in the Functional and Logical layer of the RFLP structure
for effective communication with the IC. It controls the behavior data activities of the RFLP structure. The Logical
layer Info-Chunk (LiCL) entity stores the information of
the Logical layer and the Component Info-Chunk (CiC) entity stores the information of the Logical component. Further, the Functional layer Info-Chunk (LiCF) entity stores
the main function information of the Functional layer and
the Sub-Function Info-Chunk (SFiC) entity stores the subfunction information of a function. Considering the above
mentioned concepts as a base, the authors propose the effective Human Computer Interaction (HCI) for the multi-

Figure 3: User Interaction from the Information Content
application

– The user interacts with the IC application to access
the Multidisciplinary product application as shown
in Fig. 3. IC drives the RFLP structure through the
MAAD structure. Every application has its own web
server for the resource management and database to
locate the information. The database of the CAD
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product server is isolated from the database of the content server.
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change and SCN file format for the 3D product model (Assembly model or part model) management.

– The user interacts with the Multidisciplinary product
application to access the IC application through a separate plane as shown in Fig. 4. There is an interface
between the two applications. The database of the
CAD product server retrieves the process and zone
partition information using the web services from the
database of the content server.

Figure 5: Content Server

Figure 4: User Interaction from the Multidisciplinary product application

4

Content web server

Content Web server is the Apache Http Server [33] that
used to store and display the data of the Information Content (IC) as shown in Fig. 5. The Tomcat Servlet [34] is
used for the Information Content web application. Enterprise Management Agent (EMA) is the integral software
component responsible for managing and maintaining the
IC based Web application. It also allows monitoring the
CAD Product database, through management plug-ins and
connectors. The Process partition consists of the outcome
of the process plane of the IC, the product model after a
certain set of the process applied and the files that explain
the location of outcomes of the process plane and product
model. Similarly, the Zone partition consists of the outcome of the community zone of the IC, the product model
after divided into the zones and the files that explain the
location of outcomes of the community zone and product
model. The outcomes are the graphs obtained from the
Process plane and Community zones. The authors store
the graphs in the PNG format [35], product model application in the Dassault Systém’s 3DEXPERIENCE file format
(3DXML) [36], XML file format [37] for the data inter-

The Content database is created by using the PostgreSQL.
It stores the data of the Information Content application
while handling the behavior modeled data and zone information of the multidisciplinary product application. Entity Relationship (ER) [40] diagram is used for the physical
data modeling as shown in Fig. 6. It is required for the
schema level for creating a database. There are nine tables
created based on the concept of LiC entities of the RFLP
structure. During the product modeling using the RFLP
structure, there is a set of information transferred from the
Requirement layer to the Physical layer. Behaviors of a
product model are represented in the Functional and Logical layer of the RFLP structure. LiCF table is used to store
the attributes of the Functional layer and the LiCL table is
used to store the attributes of the Logical layer of the LiC
(Layer Info-Chunk) entity of the RFLP structure. In these
tables, some of the data types are built-in while others are
user-defined. In the case of the LiCL table,
– LiCLConnector is the Enumerated data type that
stores the inner and connector values of the LiCL entity.
– LiCF, CiC, and LiCLDataModel are the composite
data type, whose attributes and data types are specified in the Content ER diagram.
– In the CiC table, CiCConnector is the Enumerated
data type that stores the inner and stream values of
the CiC entity
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Figure 6: Content Entity Relationship Diagram.
– In the CiC table, SFiC and CiCDataModel is the composite data type, whose attributes and data types are
specified in the Content ER diagram.

– In the SFiC table, Element is the composite data type,
whose attributes and data types are specified in the
Content ER diagram.

– In the LiCLDataModel table, LiCLSituation and LiCLProcess are the user-defined composite data types.

– In the ReqInfochunk table, attributes and data types
are specified in the Content ER diagram

The CiC table is used to store the attributes of the CiC
(Component Info-Chunk) entity present in a LiCL entity.
LiCLDataModel table is used to store the attributes of
the detailed description of the Physical layer of the RFLP
structure. LiCLProcess table is used to store the attributes
of the Process plane of the IC. LiCLSituation table is used
to store the attributes of a situation in the logical layer of
the RFLP structure. Here, LiCLGeometry composite data
type is used to store the information of a part model or assembly model in a situation. In the case of the LiCF table,

For reference, LiCLConnector, LiCLDataModel, and LiCLProcess commands are demonstrated using the SQL
statements of PostgreSQL as shown below. Here, new tables and data type is created using the CREATE statement.
CREATE TYPE L i C L C o n n e c t o r AS ENUM
( ’ i n n e r ’ , ’ Stream ’ ) ;

– SFiC and ReqInfoChunk are the composite data types,
whose attributes and data types are specified in the
Content ER diagram.

CREATE TYPE LiCLDataModel AS (
LiCLD_ID INT ,
P O _ C o n t e x t u a l VARCHAR( 2 5 5 ) ,
PO_Connected VARCHAR( 2 5 5 ) ,
PO_Output VARCHAR( 1 0 0 ) ,
P O _ I n p u t VARCHAR( 1 0 0 ) ,
P r o c e s s LiCLProcess ,
Situation LiCLSituation ) ;

– In the SFiC table, SubFunctionLink is the Enumerated
data type that stores the inner and stream values of the
SFiC entity

CREATE TYPE L i C L P r o c e s s AS (
LiCLP_ID INT ,
P r o c e s s _ A n a l y s i s BOOLEAN,

– LiCFLink is the Enumerated data type that stores the
inner and connector values of the LiCF entity.
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Figure 7: Communication between Content server and CAD server.
P r o c e s s _ E f f e c t BOOLEAN,
P r o c e s s _ O p t i m i z e BOOLEAN,
V a l u e _ A n a l y s i s TEXT [ ] ,
V a l u e _ E f f e c t TEXT [ ] ,
V a l u e _ O p t i m i z e TEXT [ ] ) ;
The modeled behavior data of a multidisciplinary product
is stored in the entities based on the entities’ relationship.
The entities are populated by the IC application.
– In the context of the Functional layer, One LiCF entity
may have many SFiC entities and one or many LiCF
entities may have one ReqInfoChunk entity. Further,
one SFiC entity may have one or many Element entities.
– In the context of the Logical layer, One LiCL entity may have one LiCF entity and many CiC entities. Also, one or many LiCL entities may have one
LiCLDataModel entity. Further, one and only one LiCLDataModel entity may have one or many LiCLProcess and LiCLSituation entities. Here, one or many
LiCLSituation entities may have one LiCLGeometry
entity. Also, One CiC entity may have one CiCDataModel.

4.1

Operations

A human expert handles the multidisciplinary application
through the IC application. To model the behavior data, the
process plane from the Engineering objectives layer of the
IC interacts with the Info-Chunk objects of the Product Behaviors level of the MAAD structure, which further, drives

the Info-Chunk objects of the Functional and Logical layer
of the RFLP structure. Here, the Process plane of the IC
communicates with LiC entities of the RFLP structure using the Info-Chunk objects to retrieve the modeled behavior
data of a multidisciplinary product plane. The data is stored
in the Process partition. Also, the Product model is divided
into community zone based on the discipline. The outcome
is stored in the Zone partition. Then, a human interacts with
the results stored in the partition through the representation
plane of the Interactive IC application. The outcome could
be static or dynamic and represented as graphs, images or
animation.

4.2

Communication between content server
and CAD product server

The CAD Server pulls process partition and zone partition
from the Content server when replaying through the IC interface in the Multidisciplinary web application as shown
in Fig. 7. Content server partitions information is saved in
CAD server cache and auto deleted almost immediately after a replay. EM-EMA Link handles publishing of configuration between framework and Content server. RESTful
Web API Link handles passing of modeled behavior data
and zone partition details from Postgres job queue to Local Contact DB which then gets moved on to Central Contact DB by ETL SQL process of the CAD server. The advantage of this API there is no need to install additional
software or libraries and provide a great deal of flexibility.
Content Server handles retrieval of .XML, .PNG, .3DXML
and .SCN content from the Content server to IC Webtop
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application [41] interface of the Multidisciplinary application for replay. The process and zone partition details are
taken from Central Contact DB and converted to .3DXML
format for the multidisciplinary application and then it is
deleted.

5

Conclusion

This research work proposes the Content server to store
zone and modeled behavior information of a multidisciplinary product model. This work starts with the Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) of a multidisciplinary product
model where the model is handled directly by the Information Content (IC) web application or through an interface
in the multidisciplinary product application. The operation
and process of IC web application are stored in the Content
server. Then, the server is explained in brief, where data is
stored in the Zone partition and Process partition based on
the communication between the IC and RFLP structure. It
is done by the Info-Chunk objects and stored in the Content database. Finally, communication between the Content Server and CAD product server is explained where information of zone partition and process partition pushed
temporarily to the CAD product server so that IC webtop
application in the main application could handle the multidisciplinary product model. As Modelica and Info-Chunk
objects are based on the OOPS concepts, the RFLP structure and IC could be compatible with each other and exchange information easily. This research work is an effort
to provide efficient user interaction of a multidisciplinary
product model through the Information Content.
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